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Abstract We probe the effective field theory extending the
Standard Model with a sterile neutrino in B meson decays at
B factories and lepton colliders, using angular and polar-
ization observables. We put bounds on different effective
operators characterized by their distinct Dirac–Lorentz struc-
ture, and probe the N -mediated B decays sensitivity to these
interactions. We define a forward–backward asymmetry A�γ

FB
between the muon and photon directions for the B → μνγ

decay, which allows us to separate the SM contribution from
the effective lepton number conserving and violating pro-
cesses, mediated by a near on-shell N . Using the most strin-
gent constraints on the effective parameter space from Belle
and BaBar we find that a measurement of the final polariza-
tion Pτ in the rare B− → �−

1 �−
2 π+ decays can help us infer

the scalar or vector interaction content in the N production
or decay vertices. We find that the B meson decays are more
sensitive to scalar operators.

1 Introduction

Besides the remarkable performance of the standard model
(SM) of particle physics in describing nature, neutrino oscil-
lations are currently the most compelling experimental evi-
dence of the need to extend the SM in order to include mecha-
nisms for neutrino mass generation. In recent years, the LHC
experiments have put stringent constraints on the existence
of new physics involving colored states, but still the possi-
ble extensions of the electroweak (EW) sector are far less
restricted. A variety of new physics scenarios may be hid-
den at energies well above the EW scale, and their study is
being consistently tackled by the use of the standard model
effective field theory (SMEFT) [1,2].

a e-mail: lucia@fisica.edu.uy (corresponding author)
b e-mail: sampayo@mdp.edu.ar

But also new physics might involve weakly coupled fields
at the EW scale. Many models leading to neutrino masses pre-
dict the existence of sterile right-handed neutrinos with Majo-
rana masses, as the Type I [3–7] and also the linear and inverse
seesaw mechanisms. These possibly not-that-heavy degrees
of freedom can be described by an EFT including them: stan-
dard model effective field theory framework extended with
right-handed neutrinos (SMNEFT) [8–11], and here we con-
centrate on a simplified scenario with only one right-handed
neutrino added [8]. The phenomenology of models extending
the Type I seesaw renormalizable Lagrangian with effective
interactions of higher dimension for the right-handed neutri-
nos are being studied [12,13], and recently complemented
with the implications of the Minimal Flavor Violation ansatz
on the new heavy neutrino interactions [14,15].

The simplified scenario considering only one sterile state
N has started to get attention in connection to the novel
dimension five Higgs-neutrino interactions [16] and the
heavy neutrino magnetic moment dipole portal [17]. In par-
ticular, some studies have set constraints on the effective
operators in this simplified scenario using existing LHC
searches [18] and recent work explored the matching between
the off-shell EW-scale operator basis and a low-energy on-
shell basis [19,20].

On the other hand, approaches like the so-called neutrino
non-standard interactions (NSI) and general neutrino inter-
actions (GNI) are incorporating right-handed neutrinos to
the SMEFT [21,22] considering their Majorana and/or Dirac
nature. Also effective neutrino long-range interactions are
being studied [23] in an EFT approach.

The presence of a Majorana mass term for the right-handed
neutrinos is the source of lepton number violation (LNV) in
these models. While the phenomenology of LNV has been
thoroughly studied in the past in the context of seesaw sce-
narios, for recent reviews see [24,25], lepton number violat-
ing and conserving (LNC) interference effects in final states
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with light neutrinos are usually discarded. Here we assess the
chances of disentangling possible contributions from effec-
tive operators with distinct Dirac–Lorentz structure to B lep-
tonic decays where the final neutrinos do not allow for the
identification of LNV or LNC interactions.

In this article we focus on the simplified scenario with
only one heavy Majorana neutrino N , and we neglect the
effect of the renormalizable Yukawa term NLφ giving the
heavy–active neutrino mixings UlN , given that it is strongly
constrained not only by the naive seesaw relation U 2

lN ∼
mν/MN ∼ 10−14–10−10 required to account for the light
ν masses [25,26], but also by the experimental constraints
on a toy-like model in which the SM is extended with a
massive Majorana neutral fermion, assumed to have non-
negligible mixings with the active states, without making any
hypothesis on the neutrino mass generation mechanism [27,
28]. Such a minimal SM extension leads to contributions to
LNV observables which are already close, or even in conflict,
with current data from meson and tau decays, for masses MN

below 10 GeV (see [27,29] and the references therein).
Our group has studied the Majorana N decays [30,31] and

phenomenology mostly in colliders for massesmN above the
EW-scale [32–36] focusing on LNV processes, and in the
order 1–10 GeV scale, where its decay is dominated by the
N → νγ channel [37], which was also considered in [38].

The pure leptonic and radiative decays of pseudo-scalar
mesons mediated by a sterile N in this effective scenario
were initially studied in [39], where the authors only took
into account vectorial operators contributions. The study of
N -mediated lepton number violation in rare B meson decays
has been pursued, for example, in [26,27,40–48] and the ref-
erences therein. Also, the tension with the SM values of the
ratios of branching fractions R(D) and R(D∗) in semilep-
tonic B decays [49], measured at Belle, BaBar and LHCb,
has led to proposals involving sterile neutrinos as solutions,
in seesaw scenarios [50] and also including EFTs with right-
handed neutrinos [51], with sterile N interactions mediated
by leptoquarks [52] or a W ′ SU (2)L singlet vector boson
[53,54].

In this work we go on studying the effect on the B meson
decays of the presence of a Majorana N with effective inter-
actions. In a previous paper [55] we studied the constraints
imposed by the bound on the B− → μ±μ∓π+ decay by
LHCb [56] and in the radiative leptonic B → μνγ decay
by Belle [57] on the effective operators. Here we propose to
use final tau polarization and angular observables to disen-
tangle the possible contributions of a Majorana neutrino N
with effective interactions to the B− → τ−ν, the radiative
B → μνγ and the LNV B− → �−

1 �−
2 π+ decays in future

experiments.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 1.1 we intro-

duce the effective Lagrangian formalism for the Majorana
N , discuss the existing bounds on the couplings weight-

ing the different effective operators contributions Sect. 1.2,
and review the experimental prospects for B meson leptonic
decays Sect. 1.3. In Sect. 2 we study the B tauonic decay.
The radiative B → �νγ decay is assessed in Sect. 3 and the
LNV B− → �−

1 �−
2 π+ in Sect. 4. We summarize our results

in Sect. 5.

1.1 Effective interactions formalism

We extend the SM Lagrangian including only one right-
handed neutrino NR with a Majorana mass term, giving a
relatively light massive state N as an observable degree of
freedom. The new physics effects are parameterized by a set
of effective operators OJ constructed with the SM and the
Majorana neutrino fields and satisfying the SU(2)L ⊗U (1)Y
gauge symmetry [8,10,58].

The effect of these operators is suppressed by inverse pow-
ers of the new physics scale �. The total Lagrangian is orga-
nized as follows:

L = LSM +
∞∑

n=5

1

�n−4

∑

J
αJO(n)

J (1)

where n is the mass dimension of the operator O(n)

J .1

The dimension-5 operators were studied in detail in [9].
These include the Weinberg operator OW ∼ (L̄φ̃)(φ†Lc)

[59] which contributes to the light neutrino masses, ONφ ∼
(N̄ Nc)(φ†φ) which gives Majorana masses and couplings
of the heavy neutrinos to the Higgs (its LHC phenomenol-
ogy has been studied in [12–14]), and the operator O(5)

N B ∼
(N̄σμνNc)Bμν inducing magnetic moments for the heavy
neutrinos, which is identically zero if we include just one
sterile neutrino N in the theory.

In the following, as the dimension-5 operators do not con-
tribute to the processes studied—discarding the heavy–light
neutrino mixings—we will only consider the contributions of
the dimension-6 operators, following the treatment presented
in [8,10], and shown in Table 1.

The effective operators above can be classified by their
Dirac–Lorentz structure into scalar, vectorial and tensorial.
The couplings of the tensorial operators are naturally sup-
pressed by a loop factor 1/(16π2), as they are generated at
one-loop level in the UV complete theory [8,60].

In this paper we will consider the B decays B → τN in
Sect. 2, B− → μ−νγ in Sect. 3 and B− → �−

1 �−
2 π+ in

Sect. 4, mediated by a Majorana neutrino N . We can thus
take into account the following effective Lagrangian terms
involved in those processes:

1 Note that we do not include the Type-I seesaw Lagrangian terms
giving the Majorana and Yukawa terms for the sterile neutrinos.
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Table 1 Basis of dimension-6 baryon (and lepton) number conserving
operators with a right-handed neutrino N [8,10]. Here li , u′

i , d
′
i and

Li , Q′
i denote, for the family labeled i , the right-handed SU(2) singlet

and the left-handed SU(2) doublets, respectively (collectively fi ). The
field φ is the scalar doublet, Bμν and W I

μν represent the U (1)Y and

SU(2)L field strengths, respectively. Also σμν is the Dirac tensor, γ μ

are the Dirac matrices, and ε = iσ 2 is the antisymmetric symbol in two
dimensions. Types V, S and T stand for scalar, vectorial and tensorial
(one-loop level generated) structures

Operator Notation Type Coupling Operator Notation Type Coupling
(φ†φ)(L̄i N φ̃) O(i)

LNφ S α
(i)
φ

i(φT εDμφ)(N̄γ μli ) O(i)
Nlφ V α

(i)
W i(φ†←→Dμφ)(N̄γ μN ) ONNφ V αZ

(N̄γμli )(d̄ ′
iγ

μu′
i ) O(i)

duNl V α
(i)
V0

(N̄γμN )( f̄iγ μ fi ) O(i)
f N N V α

(i)
V f

(Q̄′
i u

′
i )(N̄ Li ) O(i)

QuNL S α
(i)
S1

(L̄i N )ε(L̄i li ) O(i)
LNLl S α

(i)
S0

(L̄i N )ε(Q̄′
i d

′
i ) O(i)

LNQd S α
(i)
S2

|N̄ Li |2 O(i)
LN S α

(i)
S4

(Q̄′
i N )ε(L̄i d ′

i ) O(i)
QNLd S α

(i)
S3

(L̄iσ
μντ I N )φ̃W I

μν O(i)
NW T α

(i)
NW (L̄iσ

μνN )φ̃Bμν O(i)
NB T α

(i)
NB

Ltree = LSM + 1

�2

∑

i, j

{
− α

(i)
W

v mW√
2

liγ
νPRN W−

μ

+α
(i)
V0

u′
jγ

ν PRd
′
j liγνPRN

+α
(i)
S1

u′
j PLd

′
j li PRN − α

(i)
S2

u′
j PRd

′
j li PRN

+α
(i)
S3

u′
j PRN li PRd

′
j + h.c.

}
(2)

and

L1−loop = −i

√
2v

�2 (α
(i)
NBcW

+α
(i)
NWsW )(P(A)

μ ν̄L ,iσ
μνNR Aν). (3)

The one-loop generated effective Lagrangian contributes to
the N → νγ decay. Here −P(A) is the 4-momentum of the
outgoing photon and sW and cW are the sine and cosine of
the Weinberg mixing angle.

The tree-level Lagrangian in (2) includes a vectorial inter-
action stemming from the operator O(i)

LNφ as the reader can
read from Table 1. This structure, multiplying the coupling
α

(i)
W in (2) is the low-energy reduction of this dimension-6

current–current operator, and should not be confused with
a gauge coupling. This interaction term will be considered
in Sect. 1.2 in order to exploit existing bounds on heavy N
interactions.

As we would like to disentangle the kind of new physics
contributing to the Majorana neutrino interactions, for the
numerical analysis, explained in Sect. 1.2, we will consider
different benchmark scenarios for the effective couplings,
where we switch on/off the operators with distinct Dirac–
Lorentz structure: vectorial, scalar and the tensorial one-loop
generated operators. These are defined in Table 2.

In the effective four-fermion terms in (2) the quark fields
are flavor eigenstates with family j = 1, 2, 3. In order to find
the contribution of the effective Lagrangian to the B− decays
we are studying, we must write it in terms of the massive

quark fields. Thus, we consider that the contributions of the
dimension-6 effective operators to the Yukawa Lagrangian
are suppressed by the new physics scale with a factor 1

�2 ,
and neglect them, so that the matrices that diagonalize the
quark mass matrices are the same as in the pure SM.

Writing with a prime symbol the flavor fields, we take the
matrices UR, UL , DR and DL to diagonalize the SM quark
mass matrix in the Yukawa Lagrangian. Thus the left- and
right-handed quark flavor fields (subscript j) are written in
terms of the massive fields (subscript β):

u
′
(R,L) j = U j,β

(R,L)u(R,L)β , u
′
(R,L) j = u(R,L)β(U j,β

(R,L))
†

d
′
(R,L) j = D j,β

(R,L)d(R,L)β , d
′
(R,L) j = d(R,L)β(D j,β

(R,L))
†.

(4)

With this notation, the SM VCKM mixing matrix corre-

sponds to the term V ββ ′ = ∑3
j=1(U

jβ
L )†D jβ ′

L appearing in

the charged SM current Jμ
CC = uβ V ββ ′

γ μPLdβ ′ .
Thus in the mass basis the tree-level generated Lagrangian

in (2) can be written in terms of the massive quarks as

Ltree = LSM + 1

�2

{
−

∑

i

α
(i)
W

v mW√
2

liγ
ν PRN W−

ν

+
∑

i, j

(
α

(i)
V0

Uβ j ∗
R D jβ ′

R uβγ νPRdβ ′ liγν PRN

+α
(i)
S1

Uβ j ∗
R D jβ ′

L uβ PLdβ ′ li PRN

−α
(i)
S2

Uβ j ∗
L D jβ ′

R uβ PRdβ ′ li PRN

+α
(i)
S3

Uβ j ∗
L D jβ ′

R uβ PRN li PRdβ ′
)

+ h.c.

}
. (5)

For the sake of simplicity, we will rename the new quark
mixing matrix element products as
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Table 2 Effective operators benchmark sets

Operators Couplings Type Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 Set 4 Set 5 Set 6

OLNφ , OduN L α
(i)
W α

(i)
V0

V 1 1 0 1 1 0

OQuNL , OLNQd , OQNLd α
(i)
S1

α
(i)
S2

α
(i)
S3

S 1 0 1 1 0 1

ONB , ONW α
(i)
NB α

(i)
NW T 1 1 1 0 0 0

Y ββ ′
RR ≡

∑

j

Uβ j∗
R D jβ ′

R , Y ββ ′
RL ≡

∑

j

Uβ j∗
R D jβ ′

L ,

Y ββ ′
LR ≡

∑

j

Uβ j∗
L D jβ ′

R . (6)

These new quark flavor-mixing matrices combinations Y ββ ′

are unknown, and in principle their entries may be found
by independent measurements, as is done in the case of the
SM VCKM matrix. In this occasion we will make an ansatz
and consider that all the Y ββ ′

values in (6) shall be of the
order of the SM V ββ ′

CKM value, taking it as a measure of
the strength of the coupling between the respective quarks:

Y ββ ′
RR = Y ββ ′

RL = Y ββ ′
LR ≈ V ββ ′

CKM . This will be done in the
numerical calculations, while we leave the explicit expres-
sions in our analytical equations.2

1.2 Numerical bounds on the effective couplings

Besides depending on the quark mixing matrices Y ββ ′
val-

ues, all the quantities we calculate of course depend on
the numerical values of the effective couplings α

(i)
J , which

weight the contribution of each operator O(i)
J in Table 1 to

the Lagrangian (1). Their numerical value can be constrained
considering the current experimental bounds on the active–
heavy neutrino mixing parameters U�N in low scale minimal
seesaw models appearing in the charged (V–A) interactions
N L W when neutrino mixing is taken into account [26].
Inspired by this interaction we consider the combination

U 2 = (αv2/(2�2))2 (7)

which is derived from the Lagrangian term coming from the
operator O(i)

LNφ in Table 1 and allows a direct comparison
with the mixing angles in the Type I seesaw scenarios [26].
Updated reviews of the existing bounds on the Type I seesaw
mixings U�N can be found in Refs. [40,61].

Some of the operators involving the first fermion family
(with indices i = 1) are strongly constrained by the neu-
trinoless double beta decay bounds, currently obtained by
the KamLAND-Zen collaboration [62]. Following the treat-
ment already made in [31], the values of the 0νββ-decay
constrained couplings α

(1)
W , α

(1)
V0

, α
(1)
S1,2,3

are taken as equal

2 The matrices in (4) could also be reabsorbed into the definition of the
effective couplings αJ , as is done for instance in [23].

to the bound αb
0νββ = 3.2 × 10−2

( mN
100 GeV

)1/2 for � = 1
TeV. These operators, although not directly involved in the
processes we consider in this work, appear as contributions
to the N total width. The numerical treatment of the second
and third fermion family effective couplings α

(i)
J for i = 2, 3

(involved in the processes studied in this work) is explained
below.

As explained above, for the numerical analysis we will
consider different benchmark scenarios for the effective cou-
plings, where we switch on/off the operators with distinct
Dirac–Lorentz structure: vectorial, scalar and the tensorial
one-loop generated operators. If we call (V, S, T ) the fac-
tors multiplying the vectorial, scalar and tensorial one-loop
generated operators, respectively, we can define six sets, pre-
sented in Table 2. Throughout the paper we will take all the
vectorial couplings numerical values equal to a generic α

(i)
V ,

the scalar couplings as α
(i)
S and the tensorial ones as α

(i)
T for

i = 2, 3. In the different sections of the paper, we will take
complementary approaches to assigning these values, that
will be explained in a timely manner. However, we will use
the sets defined in Table 2 to see which operators are taken
into account in each case.

For the calculation of the total decay width of the Majo-
rana neutrino N we include all the kinematically allowed
channels for mN in the range 1 GeV< mN < 5 GeV. The
details of the calculation are described in our Ref. [31]. The
sets 1, 2 and 3 in Table 2 take into account the contributions
of the tensorial one-loop-generated effective couplings in (3)
to the N decay width. In particular these sets allow for the
existence of the N → νγ decay channel. As we found in
[31], this channel gives the dominant contribution to the N
decay width for the low mass mN range considered in this
work. The sets 4, 5 and 6 discard this contribution. The total
N width is around three orders of magnitude higher in the
sets 1, 2 and 3 than in the sets 4, 5 and 6 [55].

1.3 B meson leptonic and semileptonic decays

Many ongoing and future experiments will copiously pro-
duce B mesons, enabling the study of its leptonic and
semileptonic decays. The number of B mesons is expected
to be over 1010 at Belle II, over 1013 at the 300 fb−1 lumi-
nosity LHCb upgrade, and a similar number is expected at
SHiP. The estimated number of B mesons to decay in the
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MATHUSLA detector volume is over 1014, and the expected
number of B meson pairs to be produced at the Z peak at the
FCC-ee is above 1011 [40].

Measuring pure leptonic B decays is challenging. The
B → τν predicted branching ratio is of order 10−5 in the SM.
For muonic and electronic B decays it is much smaller due
to the m2

� factor coming from helicity suppression. The spin-
less B meson—like the pion—prefers to decay to the heaviest
possible charged lepton because balancing the spins of the
outgoing leptons requires them to have the same handedness,
and the neutrino forces its charged partner into the unfavored
helicity. The SM decay B− → τ−ν̄τ (or its conjugate) has
not yet been measured by one single experiment with 5σ sig-
nificance, and in Sect. 2 we use the value of the combined
measurement [63] to put bounds on the effective couplings
αJ involved in the B → τN decay. However, the prospects
are for Belle II to achieve a measurement with approximately
2 ab−1 (assuming the SM branching ratio) [64]. This would
be a first step towards disentangling the interference with
possible new physics, as B → τN decays, for instance with
the aid of the final tau lepton polarization information.

The final taus are the only fermions whose polarization
is accessible by means of the energy and angular distribu-
tion of its decay products. These measurements rely on the
dependence of kinematic distributions of the observed tau
decay products on the helicity of the parent tau. Tau lep-
ton polarization measurements at Belle have focused on the
R(D∗) anomaly [65,66]. In Sect. 4 we find that measuring
the final tau polarization in eventual LNV B− → �−

1 �−
2 π+

decays with �−
1 and/or 2 = τ− could help to discern between

the contributions of different types of effective operators.
The Belle II prospects for measuring SM rare semi-tauonic
modes as B+ → τ+τ−π+ are discouraging, because it is
very difficult to reconstruct both final taus, and the lepton
flavor violating B+ → τ+μ−π+ decays with final taus and
muons are expected to be easier to measure [64]. One can
hope that the LNV semi-tauonic decays could be discovered
in experiments with more B meson events, as MATHUSLA
and SHiP [40]. However, these would not allow for the recon-
struction of the taus polarization, leaving us with the eventual
measurements at the FCC-ee [67,68] to test our proposal.

B factories as Belle II produce B mesons at the center of
mass (CM) energy of the ϒ(4S) resonance, which decays
in 50% to B+B− pairs. The decay of the ϒ(4S) produces B
mesons in pairs: if one (the tag Btag) is reconstructed, the rest
of the event must be a B meson (the signal Bsig). In hadronic
B tags all the charged and neutral particles are identified, and
used to reconstruct the tag-side B meson. The efficiency of
this method is low—of order 10−3—but a very pure sample
of B mesons is obtained. In semileptonic B tags a charmed
meson is reconstructed together with a high momentum lep-
ton. The efficiency of this method is higher, of order 10−2,
though the obtained sample is not so pure. Inclusive tagging

combines the four-momenta of all particles in the rest of
the event of the signal-side B candidate. The achieved tag-
ging efficiency is usually one order of magnitude above the
hadronic and semileptonic tagging approaches [64].

The SM radiative leptonic B decays have been extensively
studied in the literature [69–74], as they are a means of prob-
ing the strong and weak SM interactions in a heavy meson
system. While the measurement of pure leptonic B decays
is very difficult due to helicity suppression and the fact of
having only one detected final-state particle, the radiative
modes can be larger as they escape helicity suppression, and
are easier to reconstruct because of the extra real final pho-
ton. In Sect. 4 we use the bounds imposed on the effective
couplings by the last Belle measurements on the B → μνγ

partial branching fraction [57]. Now, as the signal yields for
the B → μνγ decay are expected to be three times higher
in Belle II compared to Belle [64], in Sect. 3 we explore
the possibility to, if the signal is found, use angular infor-
mation from the hard photon and the muon flight directions
to study the interference of N mediation in this decay. We
are particularly interested in the inclusive tagging technique
mentioned above, which allows for the reconstruction of the
Bsig meson flight direction, and the use of its rest frame,
without a high loss in efficiency, as has been recently been
done in [75]. This technique could be used for implementing
the angular forward–backward asymmetry A�γ

FB between the
final charged lepton and photon flight directions we propose
in Sect. 3.1.

2 B tauonic decay: final tau polarization

In this section we aim to study the possibility to measure the
effects of the presence of a Majorana neutrino N , considering
the final tau polarization in the SM decay B− → τ−ν̄τ and
the effective B → τN decay. The latter mode can leave
the same final tau plus missing energy /ET signal as the SM
process when the N escapes the detector before decaying
into observable particles.

The current value of the branching fraction Br(B →
τν) = (1.09 ± 0.24) × 10−4 [63], which averages the latest
measurements by Belle [76,77] and BaBar [78,79] allows us
to impose bounds on the effective couplings αJ involved in
the B → τN decay.

The expression for the effective decay width B→τN is
given below. The details of the calculation3 can be found in
our Ref. [55]. The result is

3 Changing μ → τ in the given formulas.
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B→τN

= 1

16πmB

(
fBm2

B

2�2

)2 {
|AV |2

[
(1 + x2

τ − x2
N )

×(1 − x2
τ + x2

N ) − (1 − x2
τ − x2

N )
]

+ |AS|2 (1 − x2
τ − x2

N )

(xu + xb)2

+(A∗
S AV + A∗

V AS)
xτ

(xu + xb)
(1 − x2

τ + x2
N )

}

×((1 − x2
τ + x2

N )2 − 4x2
N )1/2, (8)

where xτ = mτ /mB, xN = mN/mB, xu =
mu/mB, xb = mb/mB ,

AV =
(
α

(3)
V0

Yub
RR + α

(3)
W V ub

)
and

AS =
(

α
(3)
S1
Yub
RL + (α

(3)
S2

+ 1

2
α

(3)
S3

)Yub
LR

)
.

Here fB is the B meson decay constant.
The effective couplings in AV,S—as the subscript indica-

tes—correspond to vectorial and scalar interactions. We find
that, due to the pseudo-scalar nature of the B meson, the
scalar operators contribution to the B → τN decay width
is enhanced with respect to the vectorial contribution. This
leads to the presence of the quark masses mu and mb in
the denominator of the scalar term in (8). In turn, this will
enable us to put more stringent bounds on the scalar operators
contributions to this process [55].

In order to find the allowed values for the effective cou-
plings in this context, we compare the experimental value
Br exp(B → τν) = (1.09 ± 0.24) × 10−4 to the theoretical
prediction Brth = (SM

B→τν + B→τN )/total
B subject to the

constraint τN > 103 ps on the N lifetime, enforcing it to
escape undetected [56].

The SM result for the branching ratio is

BrSM
B→τ ν̄τ

= SM

B
= G2

F mB m2
τ

8πB

(
1 − m2

τ

m2
B

)2

f 2
B |V ub|2.

(9)

The uncertainty in this calculation comes from the B meson
decay constant fB , the CKM mixing V ub, the total width
B and the values of the masses. Summing in quadra-
ture the uncertainties in the SM (�BrSM) and experimental
(�Br exp = 0.24 × 10−4) values, we find the region in the
(mN , α) plane to be consistent with the conditions

Brexp −
√

(�BrSM)2 + (�Brexp)2

≤ Brth ≤ Brexp +
√

(�BrSM)2 + (�Brexp)2 (10)

and τN > 103 ps.

In the numerical calculation we consider all the values of
the effective couplings to be equal: α

(i)
V = α

(i)
S = α

(i)
T = α,

and we let them be on/off depending on the benchmark set
defined in Table 2 considered. As we need the Majorana
N to decay outside the detector, the sets 1, 2 and 3 do not
give a contribution, as the N decays very fast if the radiative
N → νγ channel is available. Thus we are left with sets 4,
5 and 6.

The allowed regions are shown in Fig. 1, for sets 4 and 6.
The left panel shows the results for set 4, which includes
all the scalar and vector operators, while the right panel
shows the result for set 6, where only scalar interactions are
active. As we mentioned above, the constraints for the vec-
torial operators in set 5 are loose as compared to the scalar
operators, and we do not show them here. The dashed bor-
der (light gray) is obtained when we consider that only the
third lepton family (tau) can have effective interactions: this
is implemented numerically taking α

(1,2)
S = α

(1,2)
V = 0, with

only α
(3)
S = α

(3)
V = α �= 0. The dotted border (dark gray),

includes the three fermion families in both sets. As can be
seen in the plot, this condition reduces the allowed region,
because the N lifetime is shortened when it can decay to the
light charged leptons, which is not allowed if only the third
family interactions are included.

We now turn to calculate the polarized B → τν and
B → τN decays. We will consider the final tau polariza-
tion observable Pτ in terms of the decay widths (h), with
h = ±1 for the positive and negative tau helicity states. Thus
we write

Pτ = (+1) − (−1)

(+1) + (−1)
. (11)

We will also assume that tau decays preserve CP invariance
and therefore the distributions for h = ± anti-taus τ+ follow
those of h = ∓ taus τ−.

The SM calculation result, summarized in Appendix A.1,
is PSM

τ = 1. The expression for the polarized decay width
(h)B→τN is

(h)B→τN = 1

32πmB

(
fBm2

B

2�2

)2 {
|AV |2

[
x2
τ + x2

N

−(x2
τ − x2

N )(x2
τ − x2

N + hR)
]

+ |AS|2 1

(xu + xb)2 (1 − x2
τ − x2

N − hR)

+(A∗
S AV + A∗

V AS)
xτ

(xu + xb)
(1

−x2
τ + x2

N − hR)
}

×((1 − x2
τ + x2

N )2 − 4x2
N )1/2, (12)

where R = [(1 − x2
N )2 − 2(1 + x2

N )x2
τ + x4

τ ]1/2 and we use
the notation in (8). We find that the pure scalar contribution
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(a) (b)

Fig. 1 Tau polarization Pτ contours (solid black), and allowed regions in the (mN , α) plane (dotted and dashed) for B → τν decay

Fig. 2 Schematic
representation for the effective
contribution to the decay
B− → �−νγ

in the second term is divided by the squared sum of the quark
mass quotients xu and xb. This enhances its contribution (and
also the contribution of the second mixed term) compared to
the pure vectorial contribution of the first term.

The contour curves in the (mN , α) plane that give values
of Pτ = 0.8, 0.85, 0.9, 0.95 are shown in Fig. 1 for sets 4
and 6 in solid black lines. While set 4 takes into account both
the vectorial and the scalar operators contribution to the to the
polarized B → τN decay, set 5 only considers the vectorial
contributions, and set 6 the scalars. As we saw from Eq. (12),
the departure from the SM value of the polarization (PSM

τ =
1) is expected to be dominated by the scalar contribution
present in sets 4 and 6.

3 B radiative decay: lepton–photon angular asymmetry

In this section we investigate the sensitivity of the forward–
backward asymmetry between the flight directions of the final
lepton and photon in B → �νγ to the different kinds of—
vectorial or scalar—effective interactions.

For the case of the B leptonic radiative decay, we consider
the lepton number conserving (LNC) and violating (LNV)
contributions to B− → �−ν̄γ and B− → �−νγ , as in
the experiment we cannot distinguish between neutrinos and
anti-neutrinos in the final state.

In the case of a specific final lepton flavor, taking � = μ,
we consider the amplitude in the SM, which conserves lep-
ton number: B− → μ−ν̄μγ (MSM

ν̄μ
) and the one mediated

by the Majorana neutrino represented in Fig. 2. This effec-
tive process gives a LNC contribution to the same final state
(MN

ν̄μ
) together with LNC contributions to final states with

the other two anti-neutrino flavors (MN
ν̄(e,τ )

) and the LNV

B− → μ−ν jγ (MN
LNV ) with final neutrinos. The first two

must be added coherently4 in order to calculate the squared
matrix element, while the last must be added incoherently.
Thus we write

|MB−→�−ν(ν̄)γ |2 = |MSM
ν̄μ

+ MN
ν̄μ

|2
+|MN

ν̄(e,τ )
|2 + |MN

LNV |2. (13)

The SM amplitude is written following the treatment in [69]:

MSM = eGFVub
√

2 (u�(p�) γ αvν(pν)) ε∗δ(k)

× [
fV εαδρω vρkω − i f A (gαδ v.k − vαkδ)

]
, (14)

with the B meson momentum qρ = mBvρ , p� and pν the
final lepton and anti-neutrino momenta, and k the photon
momentum. The constants fV and f A are the vector and

4 In the Majorana case only the μνμγ final state adds coherently to the
SM amplitude.
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axial-vector form factors in [69,73], e is the electron charge
and GF is the Fermi constant.

The LNC Majorana contribution to the amplitude is

MN
LNC = i

2
C fB PN (p2

N )kαε∗δ(k)
(
u�(p�)(CV /q

+CB
S )/pNσαδPLvν(pν)

)
(15)

and the LNV part is

MN
LNV = − i

2
mNC fB PN (p2

N )kαε∗δ(k)
(
u�(p�)(CV /q

+CB
S )σαδPRvν(pν)

)
. (16)

Here pN is the intermediate Majorana momentum and
PN (p2

N ) = 1/(p2
N − m2

N ). The coefficients are C =
v
√

2
�4 (α

( j)
N BcW + α

( j)
NW sW ),

CV =
(
α

(i)
V0
Yub
RR + α

(i)
W V ub

)
and

CB
S =

(
α

(i)
S1
Yub
RL + (α

(i)
S2

+ 1

2
α

(i)
S3

)Yub
LR

)
m2

B

mu + mb
.

The indices ( j) in C correspond to the final (anti-)neutrino
flavor, and (i) inCV andCB

S to the final charged lepton flavor.
A sum over the corresponding indices j = 1, 2, 3 in (16) is
understood. The details of the calculation can be found in
Appendix C in Ref. [55].

With the amplitudes above, we perform a phase space
Monte Carlo integration, and we use it to calculate a forward–
backward asymmetry between the final charged lepton and
photon flight directions in the B rest frame, which can be
used as an observable to disentangle the effective Majorana
from the SM contribution to the leptonic radiative B decay.

3.1 Forward–backward lepton–photon asymmetry

The forward–backward asymmetry A�γ
FB between the final

charged lepton and photon flight directions is defined as

A�γ
FB = N+ − N−

N+ + N−
, (17)

where N± is the number of events with a positive (negative)
value of cos(θ), the angle between the final lepton and the
photon flight directions in the B meson rest frame.

In Fig. 3 we show our results for the value of the A�γ
FB

asymmetry for the SM process B− → μ−ν̄μγ considering
a final muon, for each photon energy bin Eγ (black dots
with error bars). The SM asymmetry value is negative in all
the allowed photon energy range. The photon has maximum
energy when the muon and neutrino have parallel momenta,
opposed to �pγ . In this case, the asymmetry value is strictly

A�γ
FB = −1, as can be seen in the plot. In the massless muon

limit, the energy allowed for the photon in the B rest frame

is

Eγ = mB

2
+ EμEν

mB
(cos(ϕ) − 1) (18)

where ϕ is the angle between the muon and neutrino momenta
�pμ and �pν . Thus the photon has maximum energy when the

muon and neutrino have the same flight directions in the B
rest frame, meaning the photon and muon momenta are back-
to-back.

The error bars δi for the SM calculation in each photon
energy bin are obtained by adding in quadrature the statistical
and theoretical uncertainties in the numbers of events N±.
The leading theoretical error comes from the uncertainty in
the values of the form factors f A and fV in (14), which are
taken from [73].

3.1.1 Sensitivity to effective couplings

The numerical value of the effective contribution to the
forward–backward asymmetry A�γ

FB depends on the Majo-
rana neutrino mass mN and the effective couplings αJ .

If the number of events in Belle II allows us to detect
the B− → μ−ν(ν̄)γ process, and measure the forward–
backward lepton–photon asymmetry in (17), we would like
to see which values of the effective couplings αJ would be
compatible (or not) with the SM prediction.

As we saw previously, the effective radiative decay can
only occur when the tensorial couplings αT are included in
the calculation. However, the vector and scalar contributions
to the numerical value of the asymmetry can change, pre-
dicting different results. For the sake of concreteness, we
will consider a scenario where the tensorial couplings take a
numerical value as αT = |αV |+|αS |

2 to avoid unnatural can-
celations, and let the numerical values of αV and αS change
freely. This means that when both αV = αS = 0 there is no
effective contribution to A�γ

FB.
In Fig. 3a we show the result for the sum of the effective

and SM contributions ATot
FB to the asymmetry for four differ-

ent mN values taking into account only scalar contributions,
fixing αS = 1 and αV = 0. Figure 3b shows the result for
pure vectorial contributions, fixing αS = 0 and αV = 1.

The different curves in both panels in Fig. 3 show that the
effective contribution to the asymmetry is moderate, except
for an interval in the photon energy Eγ range, where it steps
toward less negative values. This means that, for this energy
interval, some of the effective events contribute with a posi-
tive value of cos(θ) to the asymmetry. This interval is differ-
ent for different mN values.

The effect has kinematical reasons. In the effective B →
μN → μνγ decay, for each intermediate mN mass, the
photon energy Eγ in the B meson rest frame can take the
values shown in Fig. 4a. This is due in part to the cut value
Ecut = 1 GeV introduced to ensure the validity of the QCD
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(a) (b)

Fig. 3 A�γ
FB asymmetry for the SM process B− → μ−ν̄μγ , for each photon energy bin Ei

(a) (b)

Fig. 4 B− → μ−νγ kinematics in the B rest frame

treatment in the calculation [73], and to the minimal allowed
energy Emin

γ = EN (1 + βN )/2 the photon can have in the B
rest frame, according to the energy EN , boost factor γN and
boost velocity βN of the intermediate Majorana neutrino.
The maximal energy is given by the formula correspond-
ing to (18) for mμ �= 0. Thus, the effective contribution to
the asymmetry only exists in the region between the curves
in Fig. 4a. The minimum value of Eγ in Fig. 4a for each
mN is the value where the effective contribution starts [55].
This contribution stops to rise the asymmetry value when the
scalar product �pμ. �pγ = | �pμ|| �pγ | cos(θ) starts to be negative
again:

cos(θ) = 1

βN

(
mN

2γN Eγ

− 1

)
. (19)

In Fig. 4b, we plot Eq. (19) for the mN values in Fig. 3 as an
aid to visualize the Eγ value where the sign of cos(θ) starts
to be negative.

Let us consider the curves for mN = 4 GeV in Fig. 3.
The step in both panels starts at Eγ = 1.5 GeV, which is
the minimum value we obtain from the curve in Fig. 4a. At
this energy cos(θ) is positive (it is entering the allowed range
| cos(θ)| ≤ 1), and it changes sign when Eγ = 1.95 GeV, as
can be seen in Fig. 4b. Here the step in the curves in Fig. 3
comes to an end. We also note that, when we consider only
vectorial operators, in Fig. 3b, the curve for mN = 4 GeV
stands between the SM value error bars, while the scalar
contribution in Fig. 3a increases above them. This can be
studied by considering a �χ2 distribution to see which values
of the effective couplings αJ would be compatible (or not)
with the SM prediction. We construct a �χ2 function by
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 5 Sensitivity of A�γ
FB to the effective couplings

�χ2 =
∑

Ei

(
ASM

FB (Ei ) − ATot
FB (Ei ,mN , αV , αS)

)2

δ2
i

, (20)

where Ei are the photon energy bins shown in Fig. 3, and δi
are the errors for the SM prediction, and ATot

FB is the sum of the

SM and the effective value for A�γ
FB in each photon energy

bin. In Fig. 5 we show the contours in the (αS, αV ) plane
corresponding to a coverage probability (1 − α) of 68.27%
(1σ ), 90% and 95% from the SM prediction for A�γ

FB, for
different mN values.

Let us consider the panel for mN = 4 GeV in Fig. 5c. The
point αS = 0, αV = 1 lies in the region inside the 1σ contour,
and thus the effective contribution to ATot

FB lies between the
error bars in Fig. 3b, while the point αS = 1, αV = 0 is
far outside the outer contour, and the effective contribution
can be well distinguished from the pure SM curve in Fig. 3a.
The same effect occurs for other mN values: the asymmetry
is more sensitive to the scalar interactions contribution. This
can be seen easily by inspection of Eqs. (16) and (15). The
scalar contribution term CB

S is weighted by a factor of order

mB/(mu+mb) with respect to the vectorial contribution, and
this is again due to the pseudo-scalar nature of the B meson.

4 N mediated LNV B decays with final taus

In this section we study the LNV decay B− → �−
1 �−

2 π+,
mediated by a Majorana neutrino, as depicted in Fig. 6. In
the case where one or two of the final leptons are tau leptons,
we would like to see if a measurement of their polarization
could give a hint on the kind of new physics involved in the
production or decay of the intermediate N . As we will see,
the polarization of the final taus in these decays could be used
to distinguish the vectorial and scalar operators contributions
to the N production and decay vertices, complementing those
proposed for a higher mN scale in [36].

As we want to keep track of the final taus polarization,
we perform a calculation of the decay amplitude considering
the intermediate N to be near the mass shell, but without
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Fig. 6 Schematic
representation for the effective
contribution to the decay
B− → �−

1 �−
2 π+

Table 3 Kinematic regions

I II III

mπ + mμ < mN < mπ + mτ mπ + mτ < mN < mB − mτ mB − mτ < mN < mB − mμ

�1 = τ, �2 = μ �1 = τ, μ �2 = μ, τ �1 = μ, �2 = τ

Fig. 7 Final-state polarization Pτ for the different kinematic regions I, II and III defined in Table 3. For λ = 1 only vectorial interactions are
considered, and for λ = 0, only scalar
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recurring to the narrow width approximation. The details of
the calculation are summarized in Appendix A.2.

The amplitude for the LNV decay B− → �−
1 �−

2 π+ can
be written as

MN
B−→�−

1 �−
2 π+ = −i

fπ fB
4�4 mN PN (p2

N ) u(p2)

×
(
C (I I )
V /k − Cπ

S

)
PR

(
C (I )
V /q − CB

S

)
v(p1), (21)

with

C (I )
V =

(
α

(i)
V0
Yub
RR + α

(i)
W V ub

)

CB
S =

(
α

(i)
S1
Yub
RL + (α

(i)
S2

+ 1

2
α

(i)
S3

)Yub
LR

)
m2

B

mu + mb

and

C (I I )
V =

(
α

( j)
V0

Yud
RR + α

( j)
W V ud

)

Cπ
S =

(
α

( j)
S1

Yud
RL + (α

( j)
S2

+ 1

2
α

( j)
S3

)Yud
LR

)
m2

π

mu + md
.

The indices (i) and ( j) for the effective couplings corre-
spond to the �1 and �2 flavors, respectively. In order to keep
track of the final leptons polarizations, we use the relations
in (A1), which allow us to perform a Monte Carlo simula-
tion and obtain the number of decay events with positively
or negatively polarized taus in the final state.

We study the polarization of final taus in the processes
depicted in Fig. 6. The different possible processes inter-
changing the final leptons flavor (�1 = τ, μ and �2 = τ, μ)
depend on the value of the mediator mass mN . The possibil-
ities for the different regions are summarized in Table 3.

In the case of only one final tau, we define the final-state
polarization as

Pτ = N+ − N−
N+ + N−

= N+ − N−
N

, (22)

and the two-taus final-state polarization in B− → τ−τ−π+
as

Pτ = N++ + N+− − N−+ − N−−
N++ + N+− + N−+ + N−−

. (23)

Here the number of events (N±, N±±) with subscripts +
and − correspond, respectively, to the number of h = +
and h = − polarization states of each final tau �1 or �2 in
Fig. 6 measured in the experiment, as considered in (A2). The
defined final-state polarizations, being quotients, are inde-
pendent of the total number of B decay events considered.

In our previous paper [55], we studied the bounds that
can be set on the different couplings αJ in the effec-
tive dimension-6 Lagrangian (1) involved in N mediated B
decays by exploiting the experimental results existing on the
B− → μ−μ−π+ [56] and B− → μ−νγ [57] processes.
Figure 6 in [55] shows different U 2(mN ) (7) curves for
the upper bounds obtained for the U 2 combination varying

with the mN mass. The most restrictive one corresponds to a
benchmark scenario (set 1) where all the types of operators
involved in the effective B− → μ−μ−π+ decay process
(vectorial, scalar and tensorial) are considered to be present
in the Lagrangian. In this numerical calculation we use this
curve, U 2(mN ), to fix the value of the remaining couplings
(generically αJ , not involved in 0νββ-decay) inverting for
the α(mN ) value in (7). While this constraint is obtained from
interactions involving the � = μ, i = 2 family, we will use
it here to fix also the α

(3)

J couplings in (21), for the sake of

simplicity.5

To appreciate the ability of the final taus polarization to
determine the kind of effective operators involved in the stud-
ied interaction, we define a parameter λ ∈ [0, 1] to measure
the proportion of vectorial and scalar operators contributing
to the processes. Thus we multiply the vector operators by λ

and the scalars by (1−λ), so that λ = 1 means pure vectorial
and λ = 0 means pure scalar interactions.

In our numerical code, given the value of the scalar–vector
interaction content λ, we let the value of the intermediatemN

mass vary in the allowed interval for each region in Table 3.
After fixing the numerical values of the effective couplings
(α) and mixing matrices (Y ) in (21), this gives as output an
interval of values for the final-state polarization Pτ as defined
in Eqs. (22) and (23) for one or two tau processes, consisting
of a band in the (λ, Pτ ) plane.

In Fig. 7 we show the curves of maximum and minimum
values giving the allowed values for the final tau polariza-
tion Pτ in (22) depending on the λ parameter for Majorana
neutrino masses mN in the kinematic regions I (Fig. 7a), II
(Fig. 7b) and III (Fig. 7c) defined in Table 3. For the case of
two final taus (23), the curves are shown in Fig. 7d.

In the experiment, such as FCC-ee as we discussed in
Sect. 1.3, the first and second leptons can in principle be dis-
tinguished, as �1 should have the higher momentum. Then,
the mN mass range can be reconstructed with a measure-
ment of the invariant mass M(�2, π). This would allow us to
distinguish the three regions I, II and III.

If only one tau lepton is found in the final state, we can dis-
tinguish between regions I and III by comparing its momen-
tum with the muon momentum. If pτ > pμ, we should be in
region I, and the invariant mass M(μ, π) value should con-
firm this. In this case, the final tau is produced together with
the N in the primary vertex (see Fig. 6). This means in this
case we are probing the C (I )

V and CB
S coefficients in (21). As

we find in Fig. 7a, these tau leptons are expected to be mostly
negatively-polarized if we only consider scalar interactions
(λ = 0), and an unpolarized final tau state could be obtained
in the case of purely vector interactions (λ = 1). If pμ > pτ ,
we should be in region III, which can be checked with the

5 This treatment yields more stringent bounds than those obtained from
previous Belle bounds [80] using Eq. (7).
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invariant mass M(τ, π). Here, by measuring the tau polariza-
tion we access the N decay vertex, and test the C (I I )

V and Cπ
S

coefficients in (21). Figure 7c shows that finding a negative
Pτ would point toward a dominant scalar interaction, while
a positive value would signal a vector-dominated N decay.

The case of region II shows that we expect mostly a nega-
tive final-state tau polarization, indicating the dominance of
the scalar interactions in both the N production and the decay
vertices. This is consistent with the fact that the scalar inter-
actions are weighted in both cases by the quark masses in the
denominators in (21), which, as we mentioned in the discus-
sion of (8), enhances the scalar operators contribution, due
to the pseudo-scalar nature of both the B and the π mesons.

5 Summary

The effective field theory extending the standard model with
right-handed neutrinos (SMNEFT) parameterizes new high-
scale weakly coupled physics in a model independent man-
ner. We consider massive Majorana neutrinos coupled to
ordinary matter by dimension-6 effective operators, focusing
on a simplified scenario with only one right-handed neutrino
added, which provides us with a manageable parameter space
to probe. These massive neutrinos would be produced in lep-
tonic and semileptonic decays of B mesons, a theoretically
clean system to probe new physics effects in lepton colliders
and B factories. We exploit the known bounds on B meson
decays to constrain the effective parameter space, and pro-
pose to use final taus polarization and angular observables to
disentangle vectorial or scalar type effective contributions.

The B meson couples preferably to the scalar operators
in the left column of Table 1 in comparison to the vectorial
ones. Thus, as we already found in [55], probing its decay
to a Majorana neutrino N we can either put more stringent
bounds or give more precise predictions on the scalar opera-
tors effective couplings.

In Sect. 2 we considered the bounds on the tauonic B
decay [76–79] to constrain the allowed regions in the (mN , α)

plane (Fig. 1), and we find that a measure of the final tau
polarization could help to separate the pure SM decay, which
gives Pτ = 1, from the effective B → τN , where the N
escapes undetected. This contribution can lower the Pτ value
to 0.8 in the allowed region (with mN < 3.5 GeV) for heavy
neutrinos coupling only to the third lepton family. In Table 2
we define six different numerical coupling sets which turn
on/off the scalar, vector or tensorial interactions. We find
that sets 4 and 6, which involve scalar N interactions, are the
ones giving the more interesting results.

In Sect. 3 we define a forward–backward asymmetry A�γ
FB

between the muon and photon directions for the B → μνγ

decay, which allows us to separate the SM lepton number con-
serving contribution from the effective lepton number con-

serving and violating processes, mediated by a near on-shell
N . We find that the effective contributions tend to deviate A�γ

FB
from the SM value in photon energy intervals depending on
the mass mN , according to the boost of the N in the B meson
rest frame (Fig. 3). This measurement could be done in Belle
II with the aid of inclusive tagging techniques, which allow
for the reconstruction of the signal B frame [75]. Again, the
asymmetry is more sensitive to the scalar interactions, as is
found in Fig. 5.

In Sect. 4 we study the final taus polarization in the lepton
number violating B− → �−

1 �−
2 π+ decay when �−

1 and/or 2 =
τ−. Using the bounds on the effective couplings obtained in
[55] we probe the chances to disentangle different effective
operators contributions to these decays. We weight the vec-
torial and scalar operators by a factor λ ∈ [0, 1] with λ = 1
(purely vectorial) and λ = 0 (purely scalar) contributions.
In Fig. 7 we find that a measurement of the final polariza-
tion Pτ can help us infer the scalar or vector content in the
N production or decay vertices, provided that the invariant
mass M(�2, π) can be reconstructed.

The B meson provides a rich environment to search for and
constrain possible high-energy physics effects in the case a
GeV-mass heavy N is the only new accessible state. This
study complements probes of lepton number violating same-
sign dilepton signals, Higgs-neutrino interactions and other
collider searches to characterize the standard model neutrino
effective field theory parameter space.
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Appendix A: Polarized final taus in B decays

A.1 Tau polarization in the SM B tauonic decay

In Sect. 2 we showed the B → τ ν̄τ polarized decay result in
the SM. For reference purposes, we summarize the calcula-
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tion here. The SM amplitude can be written as

MB→τ ν̄τ = i
g2

2

V ub

m2
W

〈0|ūγ β PLb|B−〉〈τ−ν̄τ |τ̄ γβ PLν|0〉

= i
g2

2

V ub

m2
W

i fBq
β(ūτ (p)γβ PLvν(k)),

with q � mW the B meson momentum and q = p + k, the
tau and anti-neutrino momenta, respectively.

We take the squared amplitude |M|2, considering the spin
projectors for final leptons with mass m, spin s and momen-
tum p, with p.s = 0:

u(p, s)ρ u(p, s)ω =
[
(/p + m)

(1 + γ 5/s)

2

]

ρω

v(p, s)ρ v(p, s)ω =
[
(/p − m)

(1 + γ 5/s)

2

]

ρω

. (A1)

The leptons spin vectors can be written in terms of their
helicity h = ± as

sβ = h

( | �p|
m

,
E

m

�p
| �p|

)
. (A2)

Thus we have, in the B meson rest frame,

|MB→τ ν̄τ |2 = G2
F f 2

BV
ub2

m2
τ (m

2
B − m2

τ + 2mτ q.s),

which gives a polarized decay width

B→τ ν̄τ (h) = G2
F f 2

B |V ub|2m3
Bxτ (1 − x2

τ )(1 + h),

with xτ = mτ /mB , which shows that we only have taus with
h = 1 in the final state, giving a polarization Pτ = 1 in the
SM.

A.2 Final taus polarization in B → ��π decays

In Sect. 4 we presented the decay B− → �−
1 �−

2 π+ medi-
ated by the Majorana neutrino N , where we considered final
polarized taus �−

1 and/or 2 = τ−.
In the calculation, the amplitude MN (B− → �−

1 �−
2 π+)

is initially written as M = 〈�−
1 �−

2 π+|Ô|B−〉. The interac-
tion Ô = ÔI · ÔI I includes the terms coming from the N
production vertex I in Fig. 6, considering the Lagrangian
terms in (5) with the up-type quark ūβ = u, the down-type
quark d ′

β = b, the charged lepton li = �1 and the N decay
vertex I I , with ūβ = u, d ′

β = d and li = �2.
The leptonic and hadronic parts of the final state can

be separated and one considers the intermediate N in
〈0|T NNc|0〉 = i /pN+mN

(p2
N−m2

N )
, taking the charge conjugate of

the N decay terms.
The only non-zero hadronic currents for a pseudo-scalar

meson M (this includes both the B and the pion) are the

pseudo-vector 〈0|ūγ μγ 5d|M〉 = i fMqμ and the pseudo-

scalar 〈0|ūγ 5d|M〉 = −i fM
m2

M
mu+md

currents, where u and d
are up-type and down-type quarks, fM is the meson constant,
and q its momentum.

The amplitude is finally written as in (21)

MN
B−→�−

1 �−
2 π+ = −i

fπ fB
4�4 mN PN (p2

N ) u(p2)
(
C (I I )
V /k

−Cπ
S

)
PR

(
C (I )
V /q − CB

S

)
v(p1). (A3)

Here p1,2 are the �1,2 momenta, fB and fπ are the B and π

mesons constants and

C (I )
V =

(
α

(i)
V0
Yub
RR + α

(i)
W V ub

)
,

CB
S =

(
α

(i)
S1
Yub
RL + (α

(i)
S2

+ 1

2
α

(i)
S3

)Yub
LR

)
m2

B

mu + mb
,

which are the terms corresponding to the hadronic B current
in the N production vertex. On the N decay side we have the
terms corresponding to the hadronic π current,

C (I I )
V =

(
α

( j)
V0

Yud
RR + α

( j)
W V ud

)

Cπ
S =

(
α

( j)
S1

Yud
RL + (α

( j)
S2

+ 1

2
α

( j)
S3

)Yud
LR

)
m2

π

mu + md
.

We then take the squared amplitude and, as we did in A.1,
we use Eqs. (A1) and (A2) to calculate the polarized decay
width.
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